TOP 25 COMPETITION

JUDGES:
AKC JUDGE: JOANNE R SCHULLIER
HANDLER JUDGE: WADE KOISTINEN
BREEDER JUDGE: MS IDA WATTS

ALL ENTRIES IN ALPHA ORDER

Rocky 2.  Int'l MBiSS GCh Ch El Minja's Gyalwand
AB Jake  Ch Ch Galaxy's Take a Chance on Me
Morgan  GCh Ch Ha-Lee Kiki-Ari Captain Morgan
Catcher  GCh Hi Tide Catch the Summer Wind
Cyrus  GCh Ch Kumi Kian Mion Parti in the USA
Stryker  MBiSS GCh Bronze Level Red Fox's Strike It Rich
Charlie  GCh Ch Santa Inez Charlie Just Like My Dad
Gideon  GCh Ch Shoyu Blowin' My Horn at Orlane
Roxie  GCh Ch Sundancer Foxy Lady
AB Dawn  GCh Ch Sundancer Hylan Shortu Secret Dawn
Jimmer  GCh Ch Sundancer's Rinchen Jimmer
AB Wally  GCh Ch Suntory Leonetti
AB Willie  GCh Ch Sutra Gemk's Sweet William
Star  GCh Ch Ta Sen Swinging on a Star
AB Carsen  GCh Ch Takaswhi Golden Tu There Has To Be A Code
Tally  GCh Ch Windwick Hylan Shotru Hidden Talent

Judges Choice Award  _______Cyrus_____

People's Choice Award  _______Morgan_____

Judge's Runner Up Award  _______Tally_____